
6:00PM – Call for Meeting

6:00 PM – [Introductions] Introductions for new Executive Senate members (10 minutes)

6:10 PM – [Introductions] Introductions for new M3 site representatives and updates (10 minutes)

● As clinical site reps, we have meetings every 3rd Monday of the month with clerkship directors, so if
there is anything you want us to address or follow up on let us know!

● Henry Ford
○ Things are going well so far, a little location confusion but that’s about it
○ Surgery upset - Though previous years could do this, this year students can’t pick subspecialty

rotations based on interest. We have already reached out to the clerkship director at HF about
this and it will be discussed at the clerkship directors next meeting

● VA/Beaumont
○ Those that started at Beaumont don’t have their VA badges yet, or EMR training, and so

students now have to take their day off to go get their badge, which is causing upset. We are
working on it. The only hours you can pick the badge up from is 9-3pm, and they take an hour
lunch break in the middle of that

■ We advise not using your day off to do this, most residents and attendings will be very
understanding about school related requirements such as this so you can politely
approach the conversation and

○ We are working with leadership to clarify this and get an update
● DMC

○ You have to pay $65 for the n95 fit test which is causing upset (everyone will likely end up
having to pay as they rotate through DMC) We did try talking to Dr. Steffes but it doesn’t seem
like there is anything they can do about it, other than trying to keep parking free.

● No pertinent updates from other sites to date

6:20 PM - [Presentation/Discussion] New study space for students (30 minutes)

● Dean Schweitzer’s assistant reached out to Jenna and Connor about some available space that would
be useful for students located on the 6th floor of University Health Center. It is the old site for the
neurosurgery dept (which no longer exists). Dean Schweitzer wanted to ask us how we could use the
space for student study/gathering/recreation. It is a really nice space filled with offices and some patient
rooms about the size of the library study spaces. There are also a couple of very large conference
rooms. There are areas for food, microwaves, wifi, etc.

● It is currently still full of the stuff from the Neurosurgery department so it would need to be cleaned up
first, and could potentially be available for med students to scavenge from.

○ Maybe we can organize a student volunteer (or get paid) cleanup/scavenge event. They are not
trying to get free labor out of us as students, but as students, it might be kind of a cool
community project for us to work on together as a bonding and ownership thing for us

● Leadership would like Art in Medicine to help make it a cool and pretty space, and also want Learning
Community and Senate input on the utilization of the space

● It would be open 24 hours and would not need to be staffed, it would have to somehow be connected to
OneCard access and after a certain time at night you would have to go through the main hospital doors

● There are definitely some important logistics considerations to bring to admin about the use of this
space. First of all, it is a little concerning to me that it is not a space owned by Wayne State so I think
that is going to bring up a lot of issues with access for the non-clerkship students such as M1/M2, and



MD/PhD in the graduate school years. These students can’t get DMC badges and I don’t know if the
OneCard thing would fly for DMC since med students and undergrad OneCards look the same.
Something to talk about. Also, as far as room booking, who is going to manage the permissions of
using this space?

○ Maybe see how it goes as a “first come first serve” situation first and then we can see if booking
of study and conference rooms will be necessary in the future

● Learning Communities have wanted dedicated space for events/gathering since the inception of LCs so
I [LC executive] would love to be involved in these discussions

● Dean Schweitzer also mentioned the large conference room that is at the end of the Scott Hall cafeteria
that is very underutilized, only sometimes used for blood drives or random events. He is really
interested in also utilizing this as a gathering/recreational space as well

● Regarding the UHC space, currently the DRH call room situation is kind of a nightmare, wondering if
this space in the DMC could also maybe be used as a call room overflow that is protected for Wayne
Students?

○ We can definitely bring this up to the committee
● So an often forgotten about group of students in the SOM is the PhD students. I know we are a medical

student senate but the mental health of the PhD students is a real concern for me. Within Scott Hall,
they have no dedicated gathering or bonding space, or even a private place to keep our food. If there is
any way we could advocate for a small portion of one of these spaces, maybe even half of that
cafeteria conference room, I know students would be ecstatic to have a protected relaxation/food
storage/gathering space.

● We could turn one of the small patient rooms into an interview room that would be a a nice blank slate
with guaranteed good internet and webcam/lighting that students could rent out to conduct important
professional virtual interviews, meetings, etc.

● Trying to get this UHC space turned around by the time the Class of 2025 starts, meeting with admin
within the next week or two and have recommended a committee of student leaders from Senate,
Learning Communities, and other org entities that will provide input on the space.

6:50 PM - [Presentation/Discussion] Student Run Free Clinic request (15 minutes)

● Trying to organize a head shot clinic that will raise funds for SRFC, and provide students an affordable
($30, much cheaper than other contractors!) professional headshot including 2 retouched photos with a
white or black backdrop that can be used for various application purposes.  hoping to do it on campus
in a Maz room early May.

● There are about 70+ interested students so far based on polling
● COVID precautions will be followed (only 3 people in the room at a time), we will book a Mazurek

classroom over a 2-3 hour block of time with 15 minute photo time slots
● After reaching out to Scott Nelson, he said that Dr. Rajasekaran gets the final say and Dr. R

unfortunately said masks would have to be worn at all times including during the photo. But obviously
no one wants a headshot with their masks on. We are trying to plead our case:

○ Only vaccinated students allowed, would have to fill out screener
○ Alternative could be in cafeteria which would allow more space, or outside
○ We would love student senate’s advocacy in helping to get this approved

● ERAS headshots were done through Jewel photo and it was about $100, plus more if you want more
than just the thumbnail

● Headshots for VSAS were done this weekend in a Maz room and it went very smoothly, could check
with current M4s about the protocol that was used for that

● Class of 2021 had people getting photos around this time last year before the vaccine was even
available, feel free to cite that as a reference



● Have you guys actually directly reached out to Dr. R or Dean Chadwell (she is on medical leave
through late may)?

○ No not yet, that is a good idea, we can use the Class of 2021 and the VSAS photos as a
reference that this has been done during COVID times

○ CDC guidelines state that vaccinated individuals can gather in small groups without masks so
that is also an arguing point

● After reaching out if it is still unapproved, you could see if the photographer actually has a studio. I think
students would definitely be willing to drive for this price on headshots

7:05 PM – [Discussion] Back to Campus Task Force (10 minutes)

● CO 2024 is having in person stuff ramping back up including Kado CS and Community clinics
● No solidified updates on CO 2025, potential that there will be a requirement for them to be vaccinated

prior to arrival, also thinking that they will be in person for Anatomy but not confirmed yet
● Has the spike in cases in Michigan been talked about at all regarding this yet? I know MI is being urged

by the CDC to go back on lockdown?
○ Main campus taskforce says that for now, as long as the med students and other health

professional schools are maintaining their vaccination efforts they are on track to keep up with
their current in person activities

7:15 PM – [Discussion] COVID Vaccine Volunteering (10 minutes)

● Mirna sent out an email about all of the COVID vaccine clinics looking for volunteers to give vaccines.
They train you the first day. They are called “myhealth” clinics. Since they opened up the eligibility on
April 5th demand has increased and it is a great way to get boots on the ground and help your
community, it is really rewarding and you get paid!

7:25 PM – [Update] Communication committee: student body survey (5 minutes)

● Add questions discussed at the meeting and distribute to all four classes!
● Promise 3 x $50 Amazon gift cards to raffle for filling out the survey [need to figure out how best to

promise de-identification so that students don’t get nervous about being id’d, could talk to Booza]

7:30 PM – [Update] Class elections (5 minutes)

● Got most speech videos, there will be 72 hours voting period for the executive positions
● Elections will be coming up very soon, please keep an eye out for each classes voting form!

7:35 – [Announcement] Main Campus Representative Voting (5 minutes)

● Typically we would coordinate with main campus for who our representative would be. This is just an
open seat now. This makes it pretty difficult for us as med students because it is now a free-for-all
election process

● Jasmine is running again (current main campus rep) She has done a phenomenal job on senate so far!
● Please vote!

○ LINK: https://getinvolved.wayne.edu/submitter/election/step/1?SubmissionId=38105460
○ Will include and distribute an *unbiased* urge to vote in WW

● Jazz has been working with the psychiatry people on main campus to see if a CAPS representative can
send a satellite campus for the health care schools. They are also working on telehealth availability too
for these appointments to broaden their reach

https://getinvolved.wayne.edu/submitter/election/step/1?SubmissionId=38105460


7:40 – [Announcement] OSR Conference (5 minutes)

● OSRs are attending a conference coming up! (See Daniel’s email)
● We know that you guys probably have questions about what is going on at other medical institutions

nationally so please fill out the form we sent and let us know if there are any special interest areas or
sessions you want the OSRs to attend and report back from!

7:45 PM – Class Senate Reports (10 minutes)

1. Class of 2024

● Coming back from break!
● Clinical skills this week
● Working our way through immunology

2. Class of 2023

● One week into M3, most of us are really enjoying it!

3. Class of 2022

● VSAS opens on April 15th! Keep an eye out for April Mayweather’s emails for more information,
make sure you have a quick turnaround because other schools have early access and will jump
on it!

● MSPE info was due on April 11th! If you haven’t done it yet, follow the following link and fill in the info
about yourself! Email Ms. Eady if you have additional questions.

○ https://waynestate.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3W5QdditiV3KK6W
● Class headshots went great, thanks to everyone that attended and Maggie for organizing it.
● 339 days till Match 2022!

4. Class of 2021

● I think attendance is voluntary after Match? I don’t actually know
● f you are in Detroit and have time, PLEASE sign up to help vaccinate our community (another

opportunity was just sent out via a Steffes email to class)
● 56 days till Graduation

7:55 PM – Adjourn

https://waynestate.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3W5QdditiV3KK6W

